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TIE SOVIlET UNl N AND CII NA*

The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan at tihL close of 197) set in

motion a readjustment of the world's political alignments which is

likely to have far-reaching ultimate consequences in many spheres,

and not least in the Soviet geopolitical competition with Beijing.

The effects of this event upon the Sino-Soviet conflict may be par-

ticularly important because they came at the culmination of a transi-

tional year in this relationship, a time of testing. The discussion

that follows seeks to explore Sino-Soviet interaction in this transi-

tional period, to examine the motives and behavior of the two antagon-

ists as they have reacted to evolving circumstances prior to the Afghan

watershed, and on this basis to assess the possible effects of Afghanis-

tan upon the future of the Sino-Soviet relationship.

In the spring of 1979, against a background of profound ongoing

changes in China and even more dramatic recent transformation of the

international environment in which the two powers contend, a symbolic

milestone was reached. It was at this point that the Chinese announced

intention to abrogate the long-dormant 1950 Sino-Soviet Friendship

Treaty--and simultaneously proposed talks with the Soviets about the

fundamental issues of the relationship. The events of the next few

years now seemed likely to provide testimony as to the scope and mo-

mentum the conflict had acquired after two decades. In the absence

of the vanished dominant personalities--Mao and Khrushchev--who gave

it initial impetus, how far were both sides constrained by mutual per-

ception of fundamentally irreconcilable national interests? How far

could either side carry an effort to reduce tensions without, in fact,

injuring what it regarded as a vital national interest? How far did

each side now mean to try?

These questions lead to others. As the Brezhnev era nears its

close, Soviet policy toward China continues to be characterized by a , '

striking dichotomy of purpose, an internal contradiction of aims in-

herited from the Khrushchev era. On the one hand the Soviets would

Final draft of a chapter for a ccmpendium on Soviet Policy , "
in Asia, to be published bv the Council on Foreign Relations.
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like to do everything possible to weaken, subdue, cr isolate the

Chinese; on the other hand they would like to reduce Chi nese h.t litv.

We shall see below that for the better part of two deCades, a t

the same time that the Soviet Union has bet- maintaining growin,, pres-

sure against external Chinese interests in an incessant struggle around

the world and close to home, the Soviets have been the in

repeated efforts to get the Chinese to respond to proposals to improve

diverse aspects of bilateral relations--in effect, to agree to divorce<

the bilateral relationship from all other considerations, including all

the effects on China of Soviet behavior elsewhere. Neither element in

the Soviet posture--the unrelenting competitive pressure and the un-

abashed effort to improve selected aspects of bilateral dealings--is

likely to be abandoned by Brezhnev's heirs, for it is clear that this

.- ',q.(_ has been a very characteristic line of Soviet policy, practiced toward

some other powers with some success. What have been the .npediments

to Chinese acquiescence to this in the past, and is the Chinese atti-

tude likely to change?

THE THREE CHINESE WALLS

In broadest terms, any Soviet hopes to build an improved relation-

ship with the Chinese leadership must confront three fundamental bar-

riers in the minds of the Chinese. These three concentric walls

around the Forbidden City will be considered in order of increasing

importance.

The Vanishing "Ideological Dispute"

The first and by far the lcart important today is the ideological

dimension--the line of distinction Mao had sought to draw as a matter

of principle between China and the Soviet Union in addition to all

conflicts of national interest. This area of differences includes,

for example, Mao's long-standing charges that the USSR is in the

hands of "fascist" renegades who have restored capitalism, that certain

Soviet practices such as the use of material incentives are anathema,

I
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and that the Khrushchev and Brezhnev leaderships have betrayed an al-

legedly consistent and ideologically pure set of past Soviet domestic

and foreign policies identified with Stalin.

Today, however, by far the most important and frequent Chinese

charges against the Soviet Union center on assertions that the USSR

is a "social-imperialist" power which everywhere practices "hegemonism"

and "expansionism"--assertions that flow from perceptions of concrete

national interest rather than ideological dogma. These charges relate

directly to China's primary concerns, that is, its foreign policy

concerns.

For the rest, the bulk of the Maoist rhetoric which seemed so

important two decades ago has been blown away by the winds of time,

by changing Chinese foreign policy needs and leadership personnel.

Whatever it may have been expedient to say during Mao's lifetime, it

is unlikely that men such as the late Premier Chou Enlai, Chairman

Hua, or Vice Premier Teng have genuinely believed that the Sovict

Union is led by capitalist renegades or have felt pious horror at the

Soviet practice of material incentives. This is particularly evident

in view of the pragmatic policies that have been implemented in China

in connection with the "Four Modernizations," but there was ample evi-

dence long before. In addition, ell Chinese leaders will in any case

have noticed that certain of the gravest Chinese ideological charges

leveled at the Soviets in the early 1960s--such as the accusations

that Marxism-Leninism would be betrayed if one sought improved rela-

tions with the United States or showed undue respect for the strength

of the U.S. "paper tiger"--have disappeared in the last decade as

discordant with present Chinese foreign policy. These dicta have now

been revealed to be not eternal truths, as originally described, but

ephemeral reflections of momentary and long-vanished Chinese needs.

Similarly, the attacks on Yugoslav "revisionism" as a surrogate for

Khrushchev in the late 1950s and early 1960s have been followed, in

the late 1970s, by a restoration of party relations with Belgrade and

even renewed indications of some Chinese interest in Yugoslav economic

practice.
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In sum, it is conceivable that some "ultra-leftist" members of

the "Gang of Four" purged immediately after Mao's death, notably the

propaganda specialist Yao Wenyuan, might, had they survived, been (on-

firmed as the Maoist fundamentalists they had often seemed in the past

(although even this is by no means a foregone conclusion). It is pos-

sible that such men might have sought to orient Chinese policy alung

consistently ideological lines. But it is clear that this view, to

the degree it has existed among Mao's heirs, has been highly exception-

al, and that a broad spectrum of the Chinese leadership will weigh fu-

ture policy toward the Soviet Union largely according to their percep-

tions of hard-and-fast Chinese national interests. They will be vari-

ously influenced by the two other factors described below.

The Memory of the Past

The second factor is the collective memory of all that the Soviet

Union has done to China in the past--in terms of fading benefits and

more vivid injuries. A highly selective list of the latter would in-

clude the 1958 Soviet dc~nand for what the Chinese regard as Soviet
2

extraterritorial rights; the 1959 final refusal to give China the
3

atomic weapon; the devastating mammoth withdrawal of the Soviet eco-

nomic experts in 1960; the movement of large Soviet forces to the Chinese

border to intimidate China since the middle 1960s; znd the use of some

of these forces to defeat and humiliate China at Damanskv (Zhenbao)

island in 1969. Added to this are innumerable smaller examples of

what the Chinese regard as past Soviet efforts to bully China, and

what are remembered as Soviet betrayals of Chinese national interests

to other countries in many specified incidents--for example, in the

Taiwan Straits crisis of 1958 and in dealing with India in 1959-1960.

All of these events will be resented by the great majorit%' of

Chinese who remember them. They will merge with older resentrints

over matters such as the Comintern's mismanagement of the Chinese

revolution in the 1920s and 1930s, the Soviet Army's despoiling of

Manchuria after World War I, and Stalin's extraction of extratcrri--

torial concessions from Mao in 195(0. And finally, thes, .enerallv-

shared grievances will be augmented by many other past offenses which

LYI



some present Chinese leader-. will rt.,ot-t mIrt- thall others, such as

the Soviet atteml1pts ovS er t l . i ir-; to illt trft L ill t lie ( hijlutSe Party.

While all this will almo t c.rt;inl lv have an important impact oil

Chinese behavior for aI loni t i mt, it ntvcrt he I ss is iinl i kel V to be

enough, in the future, to m111a iltaJin ('ullesi. ant ip)attly for tle Soviet

Union at past intensifv unl ss the paist g-ricvZancLes; arc reinforced

by fresh ones. In every country, it is almost p:; ,,sLb l to transmit

4fully emotions based on personal experience, to , dingenerations.

As time goes on, it is possible that youngi r Chin, L, leiders who did

not share leadership responsibility when th. >ovieLt- commit ted most of

the acts enumerated above will increasingly tend to regard the record

of those acts as a litany to be dutifully learned rather tlan as a

spontaneous source of personal commitment against the USSR. Only

personal involvement in combatting what are seen as continuing Soviet

acts of enmity against China is likely to keep hostility rekindled.

The Ongoing Geopolitical Struggle

The third and by far the most important factor making for contin-

ued Chinese hostility toward the Soviets is the Chinese sense of being

forced to confront and respond to an ongoing, long-term Soviet effort

to "encircle" them in the world and in Asia, in the first place polit-

ically but to some extent militarily. The genesis and evolution of

this geopolitical struggle is worth examining in some detail.

Over the last decade, the central reality of Chinese foreign

policy has been Beijing's efforts to reach out into the world--par

ticularly the bourgeois world--to build political bulwarks against

the Soviet Union and constraints against the expansion of Soviet

influence. This focus was imparted to Chinese policy in the first

instance by the traumatic cumulative effects of the Soviet invasion

of Czechoslovakia in 1968 and the clashts on the Soviet border a year

later. By dramatizing the USSR as a concrete threat to China, these

events enabled Chou Enlai to persuade Mao that China's self-isolation

enforced diring tie Cultural Revolution had become a dangerous lia-

hility. As tine went on, this impulse to action imparted to China

by the sense of a specific military threat from the Soviet Union was

______________________________________________ . . .| i
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increasingiy supplemented--although not supp act ed--by a sensC of the

Soviets ais a broader g.eopol it ic a I threat to Chinese intvr .ts. 'lbis

was the view, increa;inol'oV hCard from Beij ing as the I 9 7 0s progressed,

that the Sovict Union had become tilie one aggressive]y expansive great

power, ai "soc ial-imperial ist" torce intent upon increment a ly widening

its pol it ica I and mil itary influence and presence everywhere in the

world in "lgicmonist ic" f a. hion.

As wc recall , under Chou' s guidance China accordingly responded

by rL-Cmer ' ifn into the world as a vigorous diplomatic competitor of

tei Soy iLt [nion in] thi early 1970s, much to the chagrin of the Soviets,

who ha1d be)o.Me accnstcmed to an absence of such competition during the

Cultural Revolution. "Chairman Mao's revolutionary diplomacy" became

a standard Chinese code-term for the process of normalization of rela-

tions with the United States and Japan, multiplication of dealings with

Western Europe, .ind professed identification with Third World interests

and cultivation of Third World governments. One common feature of all

this activity was the effort to remind diverse audiences of their con-

flicts of interest with the Soviet Union and to persuade them to in-

crease their resistance to what was portrayed as the advancing Soviet

tide. In dealings with the West, this was summed up by the Chinese

thesis that the Soviets were "feinting in the East" (i.e., toward

China) while preparing to attack in the West.
7

Against this background, since the death of Mao in September 1976

the Soviets have seen hi.s heirs continue and significantly enlarge

the scope of Chou's diplomatic counteroffensive against them. In the

four post -Mao years, Chinese economic engagement with the West has

radically expanded, proselytizing visits abroad by Chinese leaders

have gradually multiplied, and the Chinese have steadily en panded

their use of the United Nations and other multilateral forums to com-

bat aspects of Soviet policy. Throughout this period Chinese repre-

sentatives have conducted protracted conversations with a number of

West European countries about possible arms purchases, evoking vehe-

ment Soviet protests including, in 1978, a series of vaguely threat-

ening letters from Brezhnev to the West Europeans. In the same period

the Chinese have at last made some tentative efforts to improve their



frozen relations with India, and tLus to begin to try to reduce the

large advantage Moscow has Long held vis-a-vis Beijing in the rela-

tionship with New Delhi. To this end, Sino-Indian trade was resumed

in 1977 after a fifteen-year hiatus, and the Indian Foreign Minister

held exploratory but inconclusive talks on the Sino-Indian border

dispute in Beijing in February 1979. Finally, as already noted, the

Chinese, who some two decades earlier had used President Tito of Yugo-

slavia as the symbolic arch-villain and proxy targ,t i heir initial

attacks on Khrushchev, now came full circle under t,>. .-iflucnce of

the new struggle against Soviet "hegemony." In August 1977 they

gave a tumultuous welcome to Tito on his initial visit to China,

hailing his vigilant defense of Yugoslav sovereignty and laying the

groundwork for both the restoration of Sino-Yugoslav party relations

and the return visit by Chairman Hua a year later. In these and a

number of other steps the Chinese showed an increased tactical flexi-

bility deriving from the removal of the constraints previously imposed

by the presence in the Chinese leadership of the more dogmatic and

ideologically-oriented "Gang of Four," as well as by Chairman Mao

himself.

The most significant Chinese gains, however, occurred in the five-

month period between August and December 1978, when in startling suc-

cession they achieved conclusion of a Sino-Japanese Friendship Treaty

with anti-Soviet overtones the USSR had long resisted, asserted their

political presence in Eastern Europe with a demonstrative and spec-

tacular visit by Chairman Hua to Romania and Yugoslavia, and announced

agreement on normalization of relations with the United States. In

each succeeding case, the Soviets registered a cumulative resentment.

The signing of the Japanese Treaty was particularly noteworthy

in that it was an event the Soviets had explicitly and publicly sought

to prevent. The achievement of diplomatic relations with Japan by

Chou in 1972 had opened six years of intense diplomatic struggle over

terms of a Sino-Japanese Peace and Friendship Treaty, focusin , on

Chinese insistence on inclusion of an "ant i-hegemony" clause which

was tacitly identified by all concerned as referring to the ISSE.

The Soviets had themselves helped make any pretense that this was

1'
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not the case impossible by registering several formal and well-

publicized demarches to Japan over the years, warning that acceptance

of this clause under any guise would have adverse effect on Soviet-
8

Japanese relations. Moscow thus in effect had made this symbolic

issue a public test of the relative influence of China and the I'SSR

upon Japan.

The eventual Soviet failure in the contest they had thus defined

is likely to have reinforced the Soviet perception of the weakness ol

their relative position in Japan. Despite the importance of their

own economic dealings with Tokyo, the Soviets continue to display

anxiety over the implications of long-term Japanese industrial and

technological cooperation with China, and to complain hitterly about

such symbolic events as the frequent visits of retired senior officers

of the Japanese National Defense Agency to China. The difficulties

the Soviet experience in competing with China in Japan are of course

exacerbated by their obstinate refusal to discuss the Japanese claim

to the southern Kuriles, a claim which has been vigorously supported

by the Chinese since 1964. It is conceivable that this Soviet posture

is influenced at least in part by concern over the precedent that con-

cessions the Japanese might set for China's own frontier claims. At

the same time, the Soviets have persisted in an ongoing military build-

up in the Far East generally, and on the lost islands of Etorofu and

Kunashiri specifically, which continues to evoke further Japanese con-

cerns and resentments which are amplified by Beijing.
1 0

II

SOVIET PRESSURES AND ADVANCES

But despite these 1978 achievements--which the Third Plenum of

the Eleventh CCP Central Committee at the end of the year termed

"important successes" in developing the "international united front

against hegemonism" --the Chinese continued to convey a sense of

being on the defensive overall, against an adversary which despite

specific setbacks was continuing to press forward at many points

on the world scene.

, !
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pi)iL' I- Ci'C t ItVhSc ;I1 i5 as hay I- rdou11b I ed 'I f 0ort S to 0 InS t Fain IIt

and1 'OA 11 1-e L-n the nat uni , 0 t Vistir t iL' to1 (: S II1 ma . T!ll j k I nt ra V

g 'tiii uuiIndngLSo et diplomt ic an;ld 1) opaa 'ac ml i 'n 11- hia~

attempt to remiind capitalI i-;t industri I atates, thait thlsir cconoi'.h 1

SeCLUrjty\ relat ionsluips wi t1 thie LSSP irt in'mirt impor t ant t haii tltii

uxi. t ing and prospective relIat Lolnships W ith Uh inla, a '' t

the former should hence inh ihi t t hi lat ter. 'Ilt Chi1 fit- ' rtiaint ioln a.

somet ines sniggested concern that these i'l fort'; ma': not p)rovet ClA t i I

without ef fect 12

Meanwlui Ie t there i s i t t I u doubt t ha t t he' Ch i nt. - tav rena in L'd

impr ess ed and d eel)ly d is tulrbed by thle sp ic tarn L I a r , newt 1h o f t ht, Sax' i vt -

Cuban mitlitary role and Soviet political in I nnce in P%'rica m ici 1975.

As a byproduct of the leapfrogging Soviet e2fforts to iriprovc thiir

position in Africa and weaken that of the W est tlmroutch part ic ipat ion

in and assistance to selected armed struggles, they. have also tun(',,d

to diminish Chinese influence in many cases, because of Chinese in-

ability to compete on the new scale. While Africa is surely not ai

vital Chinese interest, Beij ing sees alarming signif icance in tliis

evidence of expanding Soviet capabilities for military, intervention

13
in the Third World. Moscow's demonstration of discoverv of a ne-w,

formula for more distant intervention--combining, large-scali' use of

Soviet logistical support capabilities, Soviet combat supervisors,

and thousands of Cuban con-,hat soldiers--has, done much to reinforce

the Chinese percept ion that the USSR has a.-sume'd what Beij ing terms

'an offensive posture" on the world scene.

This perception is also fed by What the Chinese see as other

symptoms of the incremental growth of the Soviet political and miii-

tarv presence in the Trhird World. The Chinese have repeatedly, pointed,

in particular, to the 1978 coups staged by strongly pro-Soviet forces

in Aden and Kabul as having significantly improved pre-existing Soviet

footholds of influence in the Arabian peninsula/Red Sea area on the

one hand, and in South Asia on the other. While it is unclear how

far the Chinese bel ieve their unsupported assertions that the Soviets
15

were responsible for both coups, they uindoubted lv do take for granted



th;,t the Soviets will se k t o hni Id oin tli('e ,tdvances in lac-i area

t he 'Xten t t hat ad:1 i t t e I Comp I e': I oca I c i rcn11 tan pe r it. Aid

wlIi It t IIC C,'i nese I rdCII t I V. WL' I CL) t tIlie di ff U I t i es t l1t Sov i ts

enCtounte're'd as a resli It of t t, c iv iI war in Af hranistin , tIhe PP Cl

(Lnt it , !, -) ,1n ' r 'o I t t1 1 in '- vi ( Let j l (- ion t iT ,(1 4. Afghan i stL i

to speak of Soyitt i lt tLt ion; 'to t rv to Ctin I sol idatL i ts , u i red

position . . . and t o prpimirt' to push furtht'r forward" to the soutl.-

ward so as tt "acqi rt an L-xit to the In ia Lt tn.
''

Iowever, i t is Lith Sov itt rt'cent accomp ishiments in Indochina

which are probably the most distLirhii , to Bijing. From tliLe Ch int-se

perspective, in the wake of the U.S. departure from the penin uau in

1975 the Soviets have sUccessfUll\ \ sought to exploit for Soyiet bene-

fit Vietnam'st' conflicts of interest with China which had been sub-

merge'd while the t'nited State was present but which surfaced increas-

ingtl thereafter. 1%hile the roots of this Vietnamese-Chinese rict ion

were many and some were of long standing, the most important pro:imate

causes were the Vietnamese confrontation with a Cambodian regime allied

to China and the Vietnamese resolve to bring in the Soviet Union as a

countervailing force to neutralize China and thus enable Hanoi to have

its way in Indochina. The Soviets have in consequence been able to

harness to their own interests the Vietnamese ambition to dominate

the entire peninsula, and in return for indispensible services to an

increasingly isolated SRV have obtained unprecedented local political

and military advantages.

Two landmarks stand .out in this process. The first was the SKV's

entry into CENA in June 1978, a formal avoval cf economic alignment

with the Soviet Union which followed three years of increasing tilt

toward Soviet political positions and increasing frigidity in Sine-
17

Vietnamese relations. The second was the signing of the Vietnamese-

Soviet treaty of Peace and Friendship in ,ovember. In retrospect,

there appears little doubt that this document was intended by the

Vietnamese as an instrument of deterrence which would prepare the way

for 11anoi to settle its Pol Pot problem once and for all.

LA ---- -
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That is, this treaty set the stage for the Vietnamese bl itzkr i c'.*

into Cambodia which began in late December. It appears unlikely und(.r

the circumstances that the Soviets were surprised by this event, al-

though both Hanoi and Moscow may have been surprised at the subsequent

Cambodian and Chinese response. In the aftermath, the emergence of

prolonged Cambodian resistance to Vietnamese occupation, the intransi-

gent Chinese reaction reflected in the PRC's February 1979 unsuccessful

military effort to "teach Vietnam a lesson," the opening of what seem

likely to prove fruitless and endless Sino-Vietnamese negotiations,

and the acceleration of Vietnamese efforts to expel its ethnic Chinese

minority have cumulatively created a situation of ongoing uncertainty,

tensions and risk !, all concerned, including the partners of the

November 1978 pact.

Nevertheless, for the time being a geopolitical shift has occurred

in the Far East which seems mainly if not entirely to the detriment
18

of China. It is true that Beijing is likely to be gratified at the

negative reaction of ASEAN and many other states to Vietnamese and

Soviet behavior. On the other hand, this is likely to be considerably

outweighed in Chinese eyes by Beijing's inability to halt the SRV's

effort to consolidate its hold on Indochina with Soviet assistance,

by the fact that China for the indefinite future must now be concerned
19

with two hostile frontiers, and by the spectacle of Soviet warships

at last in Cam Ranh Bay, as so long publicly predicted and feared by

the Chinese. In sum, there can hardly be a doubt that the PRC sees

Soviet policy in Indochina as a genuine and irreconcilable challenge

to Chinese national interests.

The Soviet-Cuban combination in Africa and the Soviet-Vietnamese

efforts in Indochina thus form a continuum in the Chinese mind. Be-

sides reinforcing the image of broad Soviet outward pressure, these

phenomena exacerbate Chinese concern about the growth of the influcc;e
20

of such Soviet proxies in the Non-Aligned Movement. At the same

time, the Chinese profess concern that Vietnamese success with Soviet

help in building a formal or tacit Indochinese Federation may assist

the USSR in reviving the notion of an Asian Security system--which the

I
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Chinese continue to regard as a transparent vehicle for legit imizing

a Soviet relationship with the PRC's neighbors to the detriment of

Chinese influence. 21

Finally, there is an additional factor that adds substance and

endurance to all such Chinese worries about Soviet competitive ac-

tivities in Asia and the Far East, and makes it difficult for any

Chinese government to contemplate a degree of "normalization" with

Moscow which might imply acceptance of the legitimacy of those ac-

tivities. This is the simple fact that the Soviet Union has a per-

manent territorial presence in the area. Whatever Asian setbacks the

USSR might conceivably suffer in the future, the Chinese can never

look forward to a time, however distant, when the Sovet competitor

might depart. On the contrary, over the years, the economic and geo-

political weight in Asia of eastern Siberia and the Soviet Far East

can only be expected to grow with continued high-priority investment,

the completion of.the construction of the second Siberian rail line,

and the further strengthening of Soviet forces along the Chinese border.

The Clhinese must also expect that the continued deployment of additional

Soviet naval units to Vladivostok and the Far East will also be a per-

manent, long-term phenomenon, responding to the increasing economic im-

portance of the area, the progress of Soviet naval building programs,

and perhaps most important, the increasing use of the Far East fleet

as one of the sources of support for Soviet political ambitions in

Asia. This final consideration has now been given fresh point by the

movements of Soviet naval forces to the South China Sea during and
99

since the Sino-Vietnamese fighting of February 1979. -

III

THE TWO MNAIN BILATERAL ISSUES

Against this background of contention across a broad geographical

canvas, two issues stand out as the most serious tests of effects of

the external contest upon the bilateral relationship. One is the

border question; the other is the nature of economic interaction be-

tween Moscow and Beijing. How far has improvement been inhibited in

each of these areas to date, and why'?
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Th1e Border

The imp:isse here is at one and the same t ine the leading symbol

central issue, and prime hostage of tile frozen relationship. The

border qumestion has evolved above all as an instrument of Chinese

political warfare against the Soviet Union whose increasing use b,

>Iao and his he irs since 1903-1964 has reflected the growth of the

underlying hostility. At the same time, it has over 'lis- years achieved

a life of its own as an important additional stimnilus U independent

guarantor of that mutual hostility.

In the eves of the Chinese, the border preb lem i.olve. a set of

specific distant and recent inequities perpetrated upon China hv Russia

and the USSR which could be glossed over in the case ol a friend, but

which cannot properly or safely be evaded in dcalings with the prime

antagonist. These border grievances, surfaced by the Chinese in 1963

and articulated at length since 1969, have. by now become inextricably

bound up in Chinese perception of the USSR as an implacable menace to

a broad spectrum of Chinese interests. The Chinese, therefore, appear

to have felt over the vears that it would be inappropriate and unwise

to let go of this issue except upon terms which would constitute Soviet

acceptance of a major defeat on what they have regarded as a central

front in a much broader struggle.

The Soviets, for their part, iave evidently seen the Chinese as

insisting on specific prerequisites for a border settlement which, in

the Soviet view, the Chinese must know are incompatible with vital

Soviet national interests and which no Soviet leadership can ever

23
grant.

This Soviet sense of the Chinese attitude has evidently in turn

had operational significance for Sovi,-t economic and military choices

which impinge on the Chinese. Despite Soviet ove-'whelming military

superiority and the caution the Chinese have apparently displayed

at the border since 1969, the impasse appears to have fed Soviet

concerns about the long-term vulnerability of their thinly-populated

position in eastern Siberia and the Far East. This in turn appears

on the one hand to have been at least a factor in Soviet decisions
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about very I ;r, , economic and st rat e. ic" invetstment in the Far East

such aIs the Second Trans-S iherian Ra il road (1LAM) , and on the other

hand has impelled Moscow to cont inue to bu i I d Ip t he alre, ady s i zable
Soviet land and naval combat forces adjacent to China

The Chinese, in their turn, have long pere eived these verv large

Soviet forces stationed along the border and in Mongolia as intended,

among other things, to influence the Chinese negotiating position

through coercion. In February 1978, Hlua Cuofeng formalized an earlier

Chinese demand that the Soviets reduce their forces confronting China

in Asia to the level of the early 1960s, as one of the prerequisites

to any general improvement in the relationship. To the Soviets

under present circumstances, however, this is apparently out of the

question.

The Preliminary Withdrawal

The scope of the Soviet dilemma can best be appreciated in a

detailed review of the points at issue in the border negotiations.

First, the Chinese have long made it clear that the demand Hua

enunciated in February 1978 for a general withdrawal of Soviet forces

from the Chinese border and Mongolia was not part of the Chinese

position in the border negotiations, but rather an additional general

requirement for improvement of the relationship, superimposed on the

requirement that a satisfactory border settlement be achieved.

Secondly, it is equally clear from many Chinese statements that

while the Chinese identify huge tracts of Soviet territory in the Far

East which the Chinese say were unfairly taken from China by Czarist

Russia in treaties of the 19th and early 20th centuries which the

Chinese term "unequal," the Chinese make no claim to any of this

territory'. The Chinese do, however, require that the Soviets formally

acknowledge that the treaties in question were in fact "unequal," 2
5

and this may be a major sticking-point for the Soviets. It is prob-

ably not, however, the gravest problem.

The i_,irt of the matter appears to be the Chinese contention that

Czarist RuLa and the Soviet Union have at various times occupied and

the I'SSR contines to hold certain additional Chinese territory not
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granted to Russia even by the "unequal" treaties. in practice, this

appears to be primarily two areas: one in the west, a tract of some

20,000 square kilometers in the Pamirs, in Soviet Central Asia near

the trijunction with Afghanistan; the other in the east, consisting

of several hundred islands in the Ussuri and Amur border rivers. This

is the territory which China describes as being "in dispute." 26 The

Chinese demand that as a prerequisite to joint demarcation of an

agreed border, both sides must first withdraw all fore from all

the territory thus identified as in dispute. Since all such terri-

tory is in fact in the hands of the Soviet Union, this amounts, as

the Soviets repeatedly complain, to a demand for a unilateral prior

Soviet military evacuation of all the areas and places that the Chinese

cloim, before concrete negotiations can begin. Soviet and Chinese

press accounts both make it clear that since the day the Sino-Soviet

border talks began in Beijing in October 1969, the talks have been

stalemated essentially on this preliminary question.
2 7

The Soviets have been at particular pains to make it clear that

they will never abandon, even momentarily, the large pair of islands

at the confluence of the Amur and Ussuri which the Chinese together

call Hei Xiazi, and which the Soviets call Tamarov and Bolshoy Ussurisk.

As Neville Maxwell has pointed out, the Chinese claim that these islands

lie on the Chines, side of the riz: "'e, the deepest portion of the main

river channel, and hence should rightfully belong to China.2 But what-

ever the legal case, the Soviets have possession. As the Soviet press

has pointedly noted, these islands lie immediately adjacent to the

large city of Khabarovsk, through which passes the Trans-Siberian rail-

road and which proved vital to the defense of the city against the

Japanese in the 1930s, when "the sacred blood of Soviet people" was

"many times shed on the islands." The Soviets therefore describe them

publicly as the "suburbs" of Khabarovsk, and supply elaborate detail
29

on their plans for economic investment there. Thus the message con-

veyed is that the inclusion of Hei Xiazi in the list of disputed areas

which must all be evacuated prior to demarcation of the border is, as

the Soviets see it, evidence of the intransigence of the Chinese posi-

tion and a guarantee of continued stalemate.
30

I,
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The Non-se-of-Force Issue

As a substitute for the preliminary pullback the Chinese have

been requtesting, and as a response to the Chinese accusation that

the Soviets in refusing to move their troops were seeking to nego-

tiate behind an implicit threat to use force, the Soviets have re-

peatedlv sought to get the Chinese to settle for a paper pledge of

mutual good behavior. This took the form of an offer of a separate

non-use-of-force agreement in 1971, and a proposal of a separate non-
31aggression pact in 1973. In 1974, these were publicized to demon-

strate the pacific nature of Soviet intentions and the contrary about

the Chinese, and then were mentioned in the Soviet annual anniversary

message to the PRC in October. The Chinese riposte was to insert into

anniversary message to the USSR in November a proposal for a

non-aggression and non-use-of-force clause as an integral part of a

preliminary agreement for the maintenance of the border status quo

which would also include a mutual troop pullback from disputed areas.

This was misunderstood in some quarters in the West as evidence that

the two sides were drawing closer together, much to the annovai.ce

of both protagonists.

In fact, as Chou Enlai made publicly clear thereafter, the Chinese

had no interest in the Soviet "profuse talk about empty treaties n the

non-use of force," and were only interested in concrete agreement on

the troop pullback (although they would accept an empty pledge al .-,g
32

with the pullback). Meanwhile, in private dealings with the USSR,

according to the Soviets, the Chinese had cited the 1950 Sino-Soviet

treaty as rendering the new document proposed by the Soviets super-

fluous. On the other hand, as the Soviets tell it, when the USSR

then asked the PRC to reaffirm the continued validity of this treaty,
33

the Chinese declined. Another page in this story was turned in

April 1979, when the Chinese finally announced formal abrogat ion of

the 1950 treaty.

The sparring reconstructed here has unfolded in the intermittent

ncotiations which have been held since October 1969 at the Vice

Forei;nr Minister level in Beijing, and which have been led on the

Soviet side initially by V. V. Kuznetsov and since 1970 bv L. Y. .lichev.

L 4.
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Ever since the positions of the two sides were staked out late in 19(,9,

the pattern of the talks has remained a repetitious minuet. At inter-

vals lengthening; over the years, but averaging about once a year, the

chief Soviet representative has returned to Beijing for a few week.s,

evidently primarily to reevaluate the possihility that the Chinese

might abandon the demamnd for a total Soviet pullback from all disputed

areas. This has not vet happened.

The Economic Dimension

The other central bilateral issue between the two powers over the

years has been the economic relationship. Here neither the record of

recent years nor immediate prospects are nearly as bleak as those per-

taining to the border question. But despite a fairly steady improve-

m nt in Silo-Soviet trade turnover since the nadir of the later 1960fs,

thus ar th i-. has remained a secondary--indeed, a fairly minor--factor

in boti, t!,c !orciV.n trad, volume and the internal economic life of

bot l cuinr Flie reasons for this can be summarized as (a) politi-

call.-gcitrra tL conlstraLnLs deriving from Chinese beliefs about the

reerd o: past Soviet eLconomic behavior; and (b) Chinese and Soviet

assumptions about their present objective economic interests.

In the first place, in this realm as in others, the future is

st ill Iheovi] v mortgaged to the past.

The 1._ccv of the Withdrawal of the Experts. The first burden

the Soviets must overcome is the memory of what happened in 1960,

the watershed year in which the central Soviet role in Chinese mod-

ernization came to an end and the Sino-Soviet economic relationsuip

began to disintegrate. The Soviets have reason to believe that the

lasting impression the Chinese retain from this episode is a peculiar

one: one of Soviet treacherousness combined with Soviet infirmity

of will.

For many years, the Chinese government has sought to burn into

the consciousness of its school children fresh awareness of what it

characterizes as the perfidy of Khrushchev's actions in August 1960.

At that time, as we know, he abruptly cancelled almost all Soviet

technical. assistance to China and withdrew some 1,400 Soviet advisers

_ _ _ _ _.
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and experts. V4 hateveir the provoc ation thiL ( hii i se---in tilt' 2.;Ovi t

view--ma havi given Khrushchev for thi actionm, it was i a viol ati on

of Soviet contractual ohl igation>;, and it indee.d dei lt the Chiuis

eco1fV a heavy blow Whose iL- flCt S were cIt for !lall.' %.ars a . terward.

Even if Chinese leaders do not bl ieve t lk.ir own ) t tionl , that it

was this Soviet act ioll more than had harvs:;tS illlid tie mistakes of tLe.

Great lap Forward that prec ip it ated tht, dcipression (It the Chinese

econofliy' in 1960(-1)02, they are surClV iled that t ie Soy i etS

great 1> intensif iL-d Ch ina's d iff i cu It i en in t his period and beyond

'eking does not discuss, however, the Soviet claim that some

three months after Khrushchev' s action, toward the close of the first

great Sino-Soviet showdown at the November 1960 int ernat ional Com-

munist conference in Moscow, Mikoyan approached the chief Chinese

representative Liiu Shaoq i on benalf of the Soviet leadersihip to

raise the question of the Soviet specialists again. The Soviets

have publicly asserted--and the Chinese have not denied--that Mikoan

at that time indicated to Iiu willingne>, t_ aCnd "any number" of

Soviet experts hack to China, provided they were given what Moscow

considered "normal conditions of work. '  As we shall see, this

offer was subsequently to be reaffirmed more than once by Khrushchcv

personally and by Khrushchev's successors, but in the y'ears since IlW,

the Chinese were never willing to allow more than a token number of

Soviet specialists to return to the PRC.

This initial Soviet reversal was apparently prompted by belated

realization that by pulling the experts out, the USSR had deprived

itself of the chief remaining instrument through which it might some

day hope to restore some leverage or influence on the Chinese leader-

ship and Chinese policy. The Soviets also apparently had some fore-

boding of the enormity of the consequences, which were to greatly

accelerate the process of the separation of the Soviet and Chinese

economies and societies. From this time onward, the Chinese have been

obsessed with the conviction that they must never again allow the

Soviet Union to achieve a position whereby it could use its economic

relationship with China for political blaclknail.
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In re t rospec , t he Chi nese. 1oa1)1 rImnember as humi i at in- t I.-

I-righIt t heir d Cpend.n'c o til t he t ! SR cIuscd t em in Ic 1 J , -,n the..

were ev ideIIt Iv very much af ra Id that t ile 'SSP wol Id i 1 ]OW 1ip t hIL

withdrawal of tIhe eXperts by cuLt in, ol t the export to China of petro I -

cum, fur which China was then IAV i IV dCpendent on t he Sov i et In ion

Che proc ed ent of SLalin's economic hove()tt of Yngos 1 av ia in t I 1 ate

194 0s was und oubt ed Iy muc !i on t lic Chi ncs ii mind at t lie t ime. Press

reports ot the period indicated that rat ioninc, and us( o-f sub st i totes

for petroleum were immediately heg un in Chinese cities, and presun:ahl

crash stockpiling as well. Thereafter, the Chinese seem to have bent

their efforts to reduce their petroleum dependence on the USSR as rap-

idly as possible, and achieved virtual self-sufficiency bv 1965.

The Korean INar l)ebts and the Ouestion of Future Loans. lhe

quest ion of allowing financial debts to be incurred to tihe Soviet 11i nl

is similarly enlbittered hy past experience.

lor example, on a number of occasions Chine,-.e leaders, inclIIo 115

Chou, have complained to visitors rather hittorly -ilout the onerous

burden ot repaying large credits for Soviet war materiel used by Ciiina
36in the Korean '.Mar. The Chinese apparently thought of these credits

as being in a different category from their other economic and military

indebtedness to the Soviet Union, and may possiblv have originally

understood that they would not be required to pay in full for this

.Korean war materiel. Soviet penuriousness over this matter was cited

by the Chinese as symbolizing the reasons the PRC was determined to

clear all its debts with the USSR as rapidlv as possible and for all

time. This was also accomplished bv 1965. Meanwhile, the notion of

accepting any new loans or credits from the Sovitt Union has seemed

to be indefinitely poisoned.

Soviet Economic Courting of Beijing. The net result of these

experiences has been a long series of rebuffs to sporadic Soviet

efforts to retrieve the lost ground, to return the orientation of

the Chinese economv toward Soviet industry and Soviet expertise.

Over the years, inter:;persed between--and sometimes simultaneous

w itl--thle periodic Soviet efforts to intiiidate the Chinese leader-

ship, Moscow hos bomb;arded lei. ing with approach after appronich seek-

ing a new start to tLhe .. ,.nomic rel at ior ip.

___ __ ___ __ |
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Thus in October 1962, as the Cuban missile crisis developud,

Khrushchev vainly asked the Chinese ambassador to open a "clai new

page," to return to the relationship "that existed up to 1958. '37

The following year, according to Moscow, the Soviets "twice" offered
38

to send economic specialists back to China. 8one occasion was ap-

parently November 29, 1963, when Khrushchev sent a letter to Mao pro-

posing, among other things, a broad program of economic cooperation.

IU asked for a substantial increase in trade over the next few years.

lie offered to resume Soviet technical assistance to Chiia--and in

particular, to send back Soviet experts to help in the oil and mining

industries. He reminded the Chinese of his desire that they reopen

negotiations to buy entire Soviet plants. And he proposed that new

Sino-Soviet commercial and other ties be woven into the five-year

plans of the two countries. No part of this program, the Soviets
39

complained, was accepted.

In November 1964, soon after Khrushchev had been ousted, his

successors held talks with Chou Enlai in Moscow and made among other

things what the Soviets have subsequently termed "concrete proposals"

for expansion of trade and technological cooperation. These were

coupled, however, with what the Soviets apparently regarded as modest

proposals for "coordinating the foreign policy activities of the PI1C

and the USSR." The Soviets professed to be surprised and grieved that

these met with "obstinate resistance from the Chinese leaders." 
4 0

Finally, eight years later, in 1972, the Soviets claim to have advanced

through a variety of channels a new series of "concrete proposals"

including, among others, renewed suggestions for the resumption of

complete-plant deliveries, the signing of a long-term trade agreement,

and the organization of cooperation between Soviet and Chinese academies

of science. These proposals were similarly alleged to have been "frozen

or rejected by Beijing on various pretexts."

The Orientation Toward the West and Japan. Against this back-

ground, the Soviets appear to have increasingly felt in recent ,,ears

that a was being created in the orientation of the

Chinese economy, that time was passing them by. In the years 1972-

1974, with the first great flourishing of Chou Enlai's preferences

. m": . .. ... .. iiiiriill "f nn . ..,,i I
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re'ga I d inI)g CC OUlimc pO ic V toward tllhe indust ri alIized c apI it a I i s t wo r I1d,

t hec h'iine-st turned an iportoont cor ner i n a d irectLion Uop)pos i Let

Soy Ic t t - reslving -li'(1 nctccli) ay to a 5 gil iicant (I mg retL to

r i'nA iapan ese inlputs o l techlno ogv. 'The (Ji It-t- from this

poimmt ci. iilcrt'asinglv l inked t heir e-conomic de'vloIpmenv~t tO tht' pres-

'I"k Jaa! st a11111 Lnd Western L41ec iali-iots in China , to) tl he acceptance

Of tcf-crlx nlaLcceptahi2 emid-term crdtstoah i1o.I' .0 I 'pur-

caeand to thet allocation of tle hulk i L 0- 1- to hird

''o r I d, Iapan esev and W es Ctcrn ma r kt't S top 0 ur

Al o uf theics e t rend s, o f C oUrur, reci(- iv- V, t 3,: rn:j, impetuLs

after the death of M'lao in 1976 and afteor ti he (i i k i: .cm I ocI t hoot

el1emntts in t lie Chinese I cad er oh ip whIiI had 1 Len'T I eaSt C-ntholas t ic

about this engagement with the economy of thu West . The, "F~our MIode rn-

izat ions" of the late 1 970s under ChOU 'S p)I icy he(ir-s hlaVe servd tO

mai.'nif v each of the lines of foreign trade pol icy seen in the earlyv

19 7 (s : thme massive purchase of plants and equipment from theV capital-

is _ world, the acceptance of the presence of more Western and Japane~se

technic ians, and the acce-ptance of loniger-term credits.

On the Other ]land, thle Suhstantial1 retrenchment from such greati':

expanded commitments which beganl in tile spring of 1979 was a natural

-onsequenlcel Of the ext raordimary overindulgence in foreign purchasing

seen in 1977 and 1978, and of belated realization of the limitations

upon China's ahil1itv to absorb We-,stern technology rapidly. But there

is no evidence to date that this, pause has in any way altered the cen-

tral political fact--that the Four Modernizations continued to move

China progressively further away from China's past economic orienta-

tion toward the Soviet Union, and into a closer relationship with the

world economic systep in which the USSR is a minor factor. 42

Thie Soviet Sector of Chinese Foreign Trade

>ien~hieSoviet bilateral trade with China, while increasing

smb4t;intial iv in thle last decade from tile nadir reached in 1970, has

rtemained a relative1 '; small factor in the trade turnover and economic
43

c-alculations of both parties. This was partly because o, the



1 lit [(iI t 'tors enumerat ed above: espec ial lv the Ch) ine.e unwi ling-
44

licss to date to accept any Soviet cred it s, whlethecr t.- it or expI] ct.

In consequence, t lie val, c0f annui I t rade must h. kept in roeigh ba lance
and -enoot iat ed every year, ind Sov t annll sal . to Chine tbus

p tirI o1--c imi ted to t le n1e'ot i a ted vol noe of t lOsL it ems t1e C hinesC

aIr vi wi ing to sell to the U'SSIR and which the Sovi ets are wi l in to

acC L"pt in -ach twelve-month per iod.

Mo reiver , t hese polit i cal cons t ra in t s , important as t he v are-, aire,

re inforc- d 1V inc reasingly significant cons iderat ions oI Cl hine( mo(so-

non ic : I f - i lt res t. Even if a I I Ch ines e po( I it ica I I %- impostd in 1ib i-

t ions c'ould be disregarded, the Soviets would still be faced y the

cszscnt lal economic problem of finding Soviet goods which will appeaar

to Beij ing to be compet it ive in quality with what the Chinese e-an now

obtain in the West and Japan. The Soviets are here likely to continue

to be handicapped by their inferiority to the capitalist industrial

states in most areas of high civilian technology.

The Soviets are additionally handicapped by the fact that the

Soviet and Chinese economies, although still at vastly different stages

of development, have already become somewhat more competitive and less

complementary than they once were. For example, whereas in 1963 Khru-

shchev could offer superior Soviet expertise for the development of the

Chinese oil industry, today the Soviets have no such technical superi-

oritv over the Chinese in this field. Whereas formerly China was de-

pendent upon the USSR for much of its petroleum, today both countries

are oil exporters, and thus in a sense competitors. Similarly, the

PRC and the Soviet Union have become two of the world's largest import-

ers of both Western grain and Western technology. The net impression

is thus that the objective import and export needs of both countries

make the trading relationship with each other necessarily much less

important than the parallel relationship with the industrialized

capitalist world. Each has appeared to feel that it has had less

to obtain from the other than it could get elsewhere.

Finally, it is possible that the Soviets for a long time tended

to believe that the Soviet orientation of China's aging heavy induis-

triol base--thu fact that this base was composed largely of plants



lItIii It V:'it 11SO i I t hi-L in L 1 I L' ds-u I d prove to 1hi- an impojirtanit

ac tor Lcvc.ntua Litv impe)(l I lgChina~ toi illlpr0vi- rcbot io>Wit li the !S

tIt is c Oilnc lva 1 I) I > e n11lot i-d I)( l ow, llit L U~ &ic ca l (-U1 a t Iil 1;a1-, had

a t I ea st a s I iglit baS is i n t a -t . Lv 1wliwkver , thek capital i~t wor ld's,

po rt Lon uoC modeurn jndn st r-,, hiu i I t f u r t IK- P'I"( jiruhalil v ~eS inintar

v; Ic thu Suvict-~ippiti-ld port ion, and 01 Colir:;i-, it i>, At s ::Iii-h nw-'r

and tec mo 1L gical lv mo r(- advanlc idC . W it t lie L 1.ii Lo ih I I ,1 " d. t he OC-

c rct ion ot moure and more WUSte~rn dnd .l;pani-5 i )i 1; a (.11i IL .- '

inidus- tria 1 basL, S, t lie cent ralI s ign it icanc U. 0 I L L; 1 ZI.l1 l:Ov 1 tt

Cunt r ibot ion is thus K)Ling progress ivu lv (Ii ilt uL -,i a I~l1 I it lias by

110 Mclls vet valijsled.

p rospects lor the S oviet Economic Connct ion

These consiiderat ions ilo not mean that the PRC is not likely to

SicLk LI con'SidLirib ly fnurthier expansion of economic relations with t'iU-

-Sif this cam bc acbhieved withlout yielding what China considers

uriacceptoib~e political concessions to Moscow. Other things Ibcing equal,

tle( need to conserve hard currency emphiasized in the current Chinese

1readj ustment" tends to make increased barter tradle with the 'Soviet

Union appear inure attractive, and the difficulties experienced in

assinilatinc. some advanced Western technology, could, in principle,

increase the acceptabiliLty of some crulder but simpler SoviCL mianu-

factures, which might be deem-,ed adequate for Chinese purposes even if

not equivalent to the world level. 46,Tendencies in this direction

mov be encouraged by trio eclectic ism andl pragmatism visible in the

2hinest, search for ii versc contr ibut ions to their revised model of

econoric development. Some vii icesL hiavc even been beard asking why

China should not now draw onl Sovijet experience as Well as that ot
47

ot iers.

For a var iety of reasons, however, thecre are likely to he f irmi

limit s on Chinese movement in thus,- direct ion. As al ready notid , the

(;li ne se !iave pulIicl in d icated( that thle plamnned expan ~i~ O f fore ign

trail under thle new "'reailju115tmcn U w ill centimu e to bev oriented lairge 1

toward the W-st and Japan, fac ii t;,tod byv new, arge , hiarid currenc'"
18

c red its. On economic as wellI as pol it icalI grounds , auutlioritat ive
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po kesmen hav~e a t t ac ked the i -;i t lit. tv )I t Ie( S ov i or t

mo1d el Ifr t lhe ii10w, 1) ragit t cClI i na in 1v i ow () i t r ri:; i Ii it: 1 r-

cenit ra I izat ion, and have eniphais i zted ofi :; .r L in, -i I is I ota t ii, ) nd

s;hor tag!es der iv ing f rom whait t he Ch inese.- teUrm t liec i -t " i:, i toari -

i t ion I I k)I te not jona I e Con11omy V he St (1 iIIL nose tilt iItILe tot ~XC'It e

Sovijet L rad jug p roe ir os withI wei ker L rad i iic pair tnters . 1 1I~i lt

the LUSSR as "desperate lv peddl ing i ts long term cooperat ion programs

t o tlie developing, countr i cs'" so as to 0eXplo) t the 1.'T ''e] in, t ech1-

no I ov,,ic Ic aI v obso let e mac It ne rv and eqn i pme(n t . . . in e:'::bn;'t 0 f r

maj or st ratuegic raw mat er ji s"5 Thiev regti I or I ,, denoin'r t 1it i' , et

econolmic r elat ioniul) wiLt Ea s te(2rn I'ut rope as Cali lo11I t ett t est ren ,t 1,L'11

depeutlent: u on t lie Sov c et conomy, 1 a2nd Soviext of forts Lto nrt :.,r t',,

ju grat ion of CEMA-sta te economie s injt endedtopmte'

in all its aspects, including military aind ideoilogiJcal 'int egra ti1o:'

atnd u n if ied f or e ign pc Ii ic ie s.5

These ;uttitudes Lire probably geiv n ecuete. ar rinfior( ed

byv long Chinese experience, and bespeak a sensit ivity' about dependence,(_

on the Soviet Union which iv- likely to persist. Accord ing_ IlV, iu inl,.

is unlikely to change soon it-; position on those quest ions--sti as

tlie acceptance of Soviet credits--which in the past hove heen mlost

c losely associated in Chinese thinking with Soviet 2ffo:rts to uise

political leverage. For this and other reasons, while a continnid

siubstantilal growth in Sinet-Soviet trade turnover is likelv overti,

it also seems uinlikely that the Soviets will he ohio tnj tran, cenJ .

morel'; supplIementarv role in Chinese foreign trade for mT~any VearLn

Meanwhile, the Chinese in 1979 appear to have be-nn to explore the

pro t ical limits of economic 'normal izat ion'' with the Soviet U'nion,

see.king, to discover how far such normal izat ion in foct cain be pturstued

without the ;acrifiice of overridijug Cbiinesu poliIt ical interests,. Th is

is 1part of the more general Chinese exiiplorat ion of the toi erahie limits

of ''normal izat ion'' wh ichi we wil1l now consider.



NoI)IRXI IN(; SYMBOLIS AND) SY> IPTOMS

Alon'g' with the ot her elcment; inl "; i-Sovtct in-rLtion 'ljcus.s ed

so fair, Q faintI l moderat ing) undercurrent ha.- bcen dect (tab I L i n Chi-

nese behav inr toward the USSR since Mao)' deathi, From the f irs t mn t't

after Mlao 's d isappearance, there have been a variety of pub! ished lit

o f ai Ui iese v i ew t I i t t ie, ext ra rd i na rv d el.'rcc of t en si on in t lie bi-

liat era i relation shi p inhier ited from Nlan was an anonialY in thle tot al

conte-xt of Chiinese foreign pol icy and exCCessive to the' tart ic.! re-

gui remlen t. of the onlo ing st ruggle a ga inst thle USSR. lbis, has been

reflected in thle very selectilve reappearance, at I ong, intervalIs, of

svrbo Is suggest ins, a desire to introduce civility into some aspect~s

of thle stat c-to-state relationship. Al thoug h thle Chinese quicklyv

rL'JeQted a Sev!,et overture after Mao' s death for the resumptiLon of

lie party-to-part\' contacts broken since JanuarY 1966, the". alflo,,t

siiilanItaneonisly~ revived a formula not used in authioritat ive Clinese-

comments for two years, affirming China's willingness to establish

or develop relations with "all" conintries on the basis of the five

principles of peaceful coexistence. 55A year later, in November 1977,

it was publicly revealed that the Chinese Foreign Minister had visited

for tike first time since 1906,while on the saeday, the :sC inv\ited

toe Soviet NainonlgDay rtop vionit the Sovieet Embassy in Moeioing

year further along, Beij ing 's Sino-SovietL 17riendship Assoc iat ion was

resucitted an set agreetings message to its Soviet counterpart

onl the November 1978 Soviet anniversary for the first time in over a

decade.

Prior to 1979, however, there was only one substantive issue--

aind that a secondary matter--on which the new Chinese leadership

diiverged from Mao's tacticsa toward the USSR suiffic ient'ly to allow

significant new movement . Onl this quest ion--tho mat ter of the passage

of- Chiinese river traffic between the Amur and the l'ssuri--a modest

agreement was reached in 1977 apparently involving genuine mutual

compromise.
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Ihe River Nav iga t ion Agreement

As Neville Na.well has indicated, since 1967, apparently a,; one(

makiLfestation of the growth of Sino-Soviet tension durine, t lie ,l ttir.tI

Revolution, tie USSR had forcibly prevented bionese ho t :: (I ill,

the main channel around Hei Xiazi and adjoinin,, Fhaborovs k in _r,-r I

pass between the two rivers. Instead, the Soviets insisted t hat t.

Chinese use the much smaller, shallower Kazakevich ch annel et w -i:t

le i:i: i ani China. Later, in 1974, after four years of i ru it

border negotiations Ln which the Chinese claim to lHei 1,i:- !d sr,,.,,

a major obstacle, the Soviets are said to have offfered to all now

traffic to use the main channel around the island if the Chinese wos Id

seek permission to do so and in effect acknowledge Soviet sovercignt:

over the channel and the island. Since this would have surre.ndered

the point on which the Chinese were insisting in the border talks, the

Chinese refused.

In the summer of 1977, however, diplomatic exchanges between the

two sides apparently took place outside the context of the border

negotiations, and produced a compromise river navigation agreement

announced in September, which allowed the Chinese once more to use

the channel. Maxwell's fairly authoritative account and other press

discussions suggested that both sides yielded somewhat: the Chinese

agreed to notify Soviet "river traffic authorities" before passing

through the channel, while the Soviets are alleged by Maxwell to have

acknowledged in the unpublished agreement that such notification would

not prejudice the Chinese territorial claim.5 7  Since then, as we have

noted, the Chinese have in fact continued to maintain their adamant

demand in the border talks for a Soviet preliminary evacuation of

Hei Xiazi.

Soviet Doubts and Differences. It should again be stressed, how-

ever, that this one minor agreement and the few scattered symbols of

civility appeared against a background of vehement ongoing mutual

denunciation across a broad spectrum of issues. A month after the

November 1977 invitation of the Soviet sinologists to the Chinese

Embassy, for example, 1w?! ' '"j published an article describing the

new Soviet constitution as something "long and stink'.ng" and as an

I
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ilStrLlnen1t to strengthen "the fascist dict;ttorship'" ill the USSR.

It is evid clt that this dual aspct of Chincse hehavior soon began

to eVOke SOme1C controversv in Moscow.

An authoritative editorial article in the principal Soviet journal

concerned with China policy late in 1977 made it clear to d iss;t ting,

Soviet sinologists that the official dotrine was that notiin' had

happened in Beijing to justify a change in Moscow's unrelentingly

hostile assessment of the Chinese leadership. The article revealed

that "certain discussions" had been going on among "specialists" be-

hind the scenes over the significance of statements made at the Chin-

ese Eleventh Party Congress in August 1977 attacking the extremism

practiced by the "Gang of Four." Although the article did not say

so, it is likely that some Soviet "specialists" were also impressed

by 'he willingness of the Chinese to compromise on a new river navi-

gation agreement. Nevertheless, the journal insisted, there had been

no fundamental change in Maoist policies, particularly in regard to

the Soviet Union--instead, only a "prettifying of Maoism," a "repair

of Maoism." The need for "unrelenting struggle" against the Chinese

regime had therefore not disappeared, but had acquired "even more
" ,59

pressing significance. This point of view can only have been

strengthened by Chairman Hua's public rejection, a few months later,

of the February 1978 Soviet proposal for talks on the principles of

Sino-Soviet relations.

Nevertheless, a difference of view among Soviets as to prospects

for some conciliation of China appears to have persisted, fed by such

phenomena as the increasing pragmatism of Chinese economic and social

policy, the gradual disappearance of ideological rhetoric from the

ongoing Chinese criticism of Soviet policy, and the rehabilitation of

Chinese former officials, purged during the Cultural Revolution, who

had been associated, under the vastly different circumstances that pre-

vailed fifteen or twenty years earlier, with a more moderate view than

Mao's of appropriate tactics toward the USSR.

Divergences in Moscow over the evaluation of these phenomena

surfaced once more after the Chinese Third Central Committee Plenum

in December 1978, which was a watershed in the evolution of post-Mao
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Chinese pragmatism. One Soviet radio conilnentator ;11(d r.putcd ctll l-

tant to the Soviet party apparatus, Nikolay Shishl in, then insisted

that "complex and meaningful" developments were under way in China.

This specialist contended not only that there was a discernible pri;-

mnatic trend under way in Chinese domestic policy, but that in t he con.-

tinning Chinese internal struggle, additional significant issues would

be bound to come in for review. Shishlin urged, possibly' witl po emica i

intent, that "this point should be taken into account in assessing the

present stage of affairs." 6 1  In an earlier broadcast, he had contended

that the question of relations with the USSR was "invisibly present"

in the Beijing debates. It is thus conceivable that Shishlin was one

of the more optimistic, dissenting "specialists" rebutted by Soviet

authorities in the previously-cited journal editorial of a year

earl ier.

in contrast, the dominant regime view apparently remained the one

expressed in a lengthy l ,.' article at the close of 1978, which saw

the recent Chinese plenum as endorsing the "bankrupt dogmas of Maoism"

and doubted the existence of prerequisites for "even slow changes for

the better" in Chinese foreign policy. It is notable that >;r

went out of its way to discount the significance of the rehabilitation

of figures who had opposed "the adventuristic domestic and anti-Soviet

foreign direction" of China's policy in earlier decades, insisting that

this was simply an effort to "weaken the discontent of the masses." '(, 2

Reacting to the Chinese Proposals. Against this background, tie

emergence of Chinese proposals in April 1979 for talks to explore the

possibility of "normalizing" relations with the Soviet Union 6 3 seems

likely to have exacerbated this subterranean debate in Moscow. The

fact that the Chinese appeared to be withdrawing previous precondi-

tions for holding such talks probably encouraged the views of the

minority of Soviet China-watchers who felt that forces were stirring

in the Chinese Party that might eventually be willing to accept con.-

promiscs with the USSR more far-reaching than the river navigation

agreement. Soviet subsequent conduct and statements in the spring

and sumler of 1979 suggested, however, that the most authoritative

Soviets remained highly skeptical of this, and of Chinese intentions



I~r 1 y. I in m'av y.I warned thlat Chi nc.'k

foreign w c:had taken at "sha~rp riyghtward clii~ft ,' that it wa; "in-

tensif tying'' the ''most react jonarv arid chiauvinlist featuires' ()

foreign pol icy wilec combining this with 'even greater tlxh i

anld evenI mor e sophistiea ted d eiiagoguerv. ''Thi s journal wand-cill

in polemical a(ccent-s--tliit it would he 'shortsighted and daiiqeLrous''

to reg1ardk this new ChineseL foreign pci ic\' "act ivene''CS as merelv a;

prpidimantinvcr. '' TheC a1nnvnuI(uiS auth~ors o)bserved that t he qules-

t on "L~ '' i somet ines poe"-ywhom, they did not say--as Lo

iwr t ie Soviet t'n ion ''hi 01 C on V r'.' t hinjg to improve' re I at ions

he L'w< t. S SR And tilL' 'R '' A r incp t his jucs t ion vehement Ilv

ill t eI i!- j rr'it ivk., t he joulrnll I le1 d for re-newLd anid more resolute

it t icks on Mlao isn anid (:Ii intesc pol i t ii I pra t ic e as the Onlly Soviet

p'at 1; to re'Storat ion of Mean in ii 1'ooea ion"' with1 China. 5

Th L- plgna ionis su -,I i c i n o h I n purpose-s in the ilost author-

itit ive Soviet quarters was evident ly ;t rentliened byv the i low of 4-eents

in thie spring: anid s nmnmer Of 1979 , anid re in forced a Soviet inclinat ion

to ive' nlo grouind on the ttL'ris of the negotiat ions; to he held withi

lieij ing . Formal Soviet statementsL, for exampl e, impilied susp ic ion

hat the (2iintmu overtures, were tact ical expedient s der ivinls primar ill

fro (in ~ lingncsecur ity needs; as a result. o the new situat ion

in IndOL'hin 1. As noted earl ier , a lthough the USS)R took no ict ion

on it s own border with China during the 5mbo-Vietnamese Februiary. 19)7'

hIostilities, the Chinese were for the first time forced to eh

thie possihilitv of a military confrontation on two frontiers, and in

the aftermath, the necessity to face a hostile nil itarv prt'SeCe1 on

two sides has become a semi-permanent reality for Beijing. d e r

these circumstances, the PRC might be thought to have acquired a new

reason to seek some miechanism which might contrive to reduce tnin

with the USSR without sacrificing major substantive positions at issue

with the Soviets, including especially the ongoing struggle o~ver Indo-

china. Suich an inclination might have been strengthened by the SObeLr-

ing experience of the PLA in dealing with Vietnam in February, and

by the equally sobering realization--as a result of the onpoing re-

examinat ion of China 's economic tasks and priorities--that mil itary
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take a\'ery lon, t imc.

Th is ,;ame 1lin o I r.ca,inin. ,i1 , ri r ,.in Lr cd .vo\Vbet fea r s

that the Ciinesc werc eking to so I t. thir trobl em !,v usin , thc pro-

posed Si o-Soviet tatk; t k ' re .i ,v.dg- k btwein MOsco',, and Hanoi.

The Soviets were evident ly highIly defensive on this point , since thL

Vietnamese were likely to he deeply suspicious of any hint of a pos-

sible moderation of Sino-Soviet tensions at the same time that Hanoi-

Beijing relations remained exacerbated and S ino-Vietnamese negotia-

Lions deadlocked, while the SRV remained fully extended in desperate

struggle in Cambodia, and while the Vietnamese remained isolated in

their dependence on the USSR.
6 7

The Contrasting Goals in the Talk.;. As the prospective talks

drew closer in protracted sparring through an interchange of diplo- 2
matic notes, the divergent objectives of the two sides began to ,,.r..

The Soviets made it clear that they conceived of the talks :

primarily intended to prepare a document to record the agreement ef

the sides on the general principles of a "normalized'" reltionshlip,

as originally proposed by the USSR in early 1978 and rejcc ted b' t!

Chinese at that time.
68

The PRC, for its par , was reported by the 'v.'estvrn press t, iit

initially implied that some document might be possible, and t,, lvIec

indicated a desire that improved economic, cultural, and wit ' in
69

relations should emerge from the talks. This possibilityi: lye,:

seemed to some Soviets to be enhanced by the fact that tht {!ikl t,

were willing to make one or two isolated, esoteric conciliator; nes-

tures toward the Soviet Union during the period lead in up to it
70!

talks, one of which the Soviets reciprocated.

Well before the negotiations began, however, the Chintse made it

clear that they wished primarily to use the talks as a vehicle to

air all their concrete foreign policy grievances against the USSR which

are subsumed under the heading of "hegemony," and which we have dis-
71

cussed above. The Chinese no longer required prior Soviet cessation

of specific "hegemonic" practices--e.g., the withdrawal of Soviet

forces from Mongolia--as a prerequisite for holding such talks, as

iU
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Premier Itua had in effect done in rejecting the original Soviet pro-
72,

posal for taLks in 1978. But the Chinese made it clear th.it t :.,

would reiterate such demands at the talks, and their conduct Icl

open the possibility that they would insist in the talks tlat SovyitA

foreign policy concessions of this magnitude were a prerequisite 1,ir

the document the Soviets had in mind.

All Soviet suspicions and skepticism about Chinese intentions

were in due course confirmed by the event, when the first round of

the Sino-Soviet bilateral talks finally convened in the fall of 1979.

It is clear from subsequent assertions of both sides that the USSR in-

deed pressed for a joint statement of principles for the relationship,

and that the Chinese indeed declined to consider this until the Soviets

satisfied far-reaching prerequisites, including, in particular, drastic

reduction of the Soviet force posture along the Sino-Soviet border and

in Mongolia and abandonment of Soviet encouragement and support for
73

Vietnamese actions. Since these demands--as both sides well know--

are clearly unthinkable to Moscow, the initial round of the bilateral

negotiations evidently at once produced an impasse, and ended in Novem-

ber without result. Although the Chinese in the immediate aftermath

continued for a time to send the USSR isolated signals of a desire to
74

maintain civility in the bilateral relationship, the Soviets were

nevertheless left with the prospect that any further rounds of the

talks on this relationship might well evolve into another indefinitely

protracted negotiation, which might proceed sporadically for years,

in parallel with the stalemated border talks.

V

THE IMPACT OF AFGHANISTAN

Thus, even before the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan at the close

of 1979, the USSR faced a substantial likelihood that its hopes for

a significant improvement in its bilateral relationship with China

would continue to be deferred. Thereafter, the political earthquake

evoked throughout the world by this invasion further weakened these

hopes. The Chinese, clearly delighted at the widespread perception
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of this event as dramatically confirming their a I legat ions oI S oviet

expansioni st ambitions, responded withi a torrent of statem(.nt e.x-

ploiting and ampliving the general indignation over SovLet e Caylvior

and alarm over the USSR's possible further intentions. While so doin c,

Beijing seized the occasion to defer indefinitely additional sessions.

of the Sino-Soviet bilateral negotiations, as inappropriate in the new

international context.

In announcing this decision, the PRC went so far as to acknowledgL

that the Soviet invasion menaced not only "world peace" but "the secu-

rity of China" as well. This was a significant departure from Chinese

reaction to most previous Soviet actions in the Third World, where it

has been general Chinese practice to stress the threat to the USSR

posed to the interested of others and to play down the adverse con-

sequences for the PRC. It was evident that the appearance of large

Soviet forces in what was likely to prove a quasi-permanent combat

role on China's western borders had--in addition to all its other

effects--heightened the Chinese sense of the Soviet military threat

to China. Consequently, the Chinese Foreign Ministry also noted that

this Soviet military action had created "new obstacles" for Sino-Soviet
75

normalization, heaped on what Beijing regarded as the older obstacles

created by Soviet military aid to Vietnam and Soviet force dispositions

in Mongolia and Siberia.

At the same time, Beijing was of course particularly gratified--

and Moscow correspondingly dismayed--at the significant shift in the

attitudes toward the Soviet Union shown by the U.S. government and

public after this watershed event. One of the most important conse-

quences of this shift was an increased readiness ot the United States--

demonstrated during and after the January 1980 visit of Defense Sec-

retary Brown to the PRC--to move toward somewhat closer military

association with Beijing. Another was the increased propensity of

Washington and Beijing to work in parallel to increase the political

costs of Soviet behavior in Afghanistan and to maximize the degree of

Soviet political isolation. At the outset of the new decade, the aging

and ailing Soviet Politburo thus faced the reality of a sharp worsening

of its already poor position in the Sino-Soviet-U.S. triangle, and a

,]_____
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heightened possibility that this process might go considerably further

in the nlext 10W years.

it was unlikely that the Brezhnev leadorship, as it privately

contemplated this trend, was more inclined than it had been previously

to assign major responsibility for unwelcome developments to its own

behavior. Characteristically prone to take for granted the legitimacy

of its rapidly expanding conception of Soviet geopolitical rights and

security needs, and chargicteristicallv insensitive to the effects of

this attitude on othcrs, the Soviet Union is inclined to attribute

adverse reactions to the ilnatC and spontaneous malevolence of partic-

ular individuals. In thc '.sc of China, Soviet propaganda has made it

plain that it assigns this rile to Vice, Premier )eng Xiaoping, and

that it continues to pin its hop('s, for better days in its relationship

with Beijing, upon Deng'.'s dt'r:J1 L or loss of influence. 76

More broadly, the Soviet leadership is predisposed by its world-

view to find comfort in the face of adverse developments in the patient

expectation that time will bring a remedy, that history in the long

run will adequately compensate all momentary injuries to Soviet inter-

ests. Advisers will probably not be lacking who will seek to encourage

the leadership to persevere in this view of China. Some Soviet special-

ists are likely to continue to argue that over the long run, China's

economic weakness--and Beijing's pragmatic awareness that it must con-

centrate on economic development and avoid both war and excessive mili-

tary investment--must bring China to a more conciliatory posture toward

the USSR, and must bring leaders to the fore who will adopt such a pos-
7

ture. Some will continue to stress, and perhaps to exaggerate, a

Chinese trade motive for eventually changing policy toward the Soviet

Union. Others may anticipate the possibility of future erosion of Sino-

U.S. cooperation against Soviet interests for a variety of reasons:

the possible emergence of points of bilateral Sino-U.S. economic fric-

tion; the growth of resentment in the Chinese Party against the chal-

lenges to social discipline brought by contact with the West; the pos-

sible emergence of conflicting Chinese and U.S. attitudes toward

specific developments in the Third World; and the enduring possibility

of future U.S. vacillation in policy toward China and the Soviet Union. 78
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All this will probably suffice to perpetuate a Soviet readiness,

over the long term, to continue to be willing to "normalize" relat ions

with China on the terms already offered: that is, terms which ex. 'lud.

any significant sacrifice of recent (or, indeed, fitur,_) Soviet geo-

poLitical gains, and consequent lv any reduction of Soviet competitye

political and militarv pre;.,ures against Chinese interests. in the

aftermath of the invasion of Afghanistan, the Soviet Cnidn was at pains

to make it clear that these terms remained on the table and that the

USSR remained eager to detach China, its weaker and regional opponent,

from the United States, the primary and global opponent, if this could

be done without perceptible cost. Even the most optimistic Soviets

will probably concede, however, that recent events have pushed further

back in the new decade time moment when China might conceivably accede

to such terms.

For Brezhnev and many of his colleagues, however, hopes attached

to the long term are for actuarial and medical reasons a mL-tter of

increasingly theoretical personal interest. Consumed by the exigenclcs

of the moment, as the Soviet Union struggles to consolidate its new,

more advanced position in southwest Asia and to combat the adverse

external reaction, Brezhnev is likely to be increasingly pessimistic

that he will live to see a"o1,: £c: reached with China. In any

case, under the new political circumstances the Soviet leadership is

likely to continue to give its primary felt need--to wage pugnacious

political battle against U.S. and Chinese accusations--precedence over

its unabated long-term desire to neutralize China. So long as the

Soviet war in Afghanistan continues--which may be a long time--these

needs of the moment are likely to continue to devour the future.

But even if the fighting in Afghanistan should stop, the likeli-

hood of significant improvement of Sino-Soviet bilateral relations

within the next few years seems modest at best because of constrzining

realities. In view of the long distance China and the Soviet Union

had traveled since most of the newly-rehabilitated Chinese officials

had last held office, and the thousand fronts on which their national

interests had become engaged in the interim, evidence was lacking even

before the invasion of Afghanistan to show the existence of strong

I



sentiment in China favoring the major Chinese concessions that would

now be required to bridge the gap.

Since the invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968, the Chinese elite

has been impressed by a growing body of evidence that the Soviet urge

to dominate and to expand--politically and militarily--is unassuagable

by concessions, and ultimately irreconcilable with Chinese national

interests. Recent events have strongly reinforced this impression.

Few Chinese of any background seemed likely to be willing to yield

those concrete Chinese interests--especially around China's periphery--

that have been challenged by the expansion of the Soviet military pres-

ence over the last decade. The Soviet seizure of Afghanistan--and the

likelihood of a semi-permanent Soviet military presence on the Chinese

western border--is likely to exacerbate this Chinese perception of

Soviet geopolitical "encirclement" of China, and broaden the political

base for enduring Chinese hostility.

I
tI
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FOOTNOTES

1. Here Chinese behavior has mirrored the full cycle completed in
Chinese foreign and domestic policy, evoking memories of Chen
Yun's heralded visit to the Yugoslav Party Congress in the sum-

mcr of 1956 and the expressions of interest in the Yugoslav
workers' councils which appeared in the Chinese press that

fall.
In August 1978, a Yugoslav Economic Research Society was

established in China to enable Chinese officials and ac-

ademics in a variety of organizations to study and trans-
late Yugoslav economic writings and interact with Yugoslav

specialists. In January 1980, the first annual convention
of this society was held in Kunming. (Guangming Beijing),
January 26, 1980; XINHUA, February 1, 1980.)

2. j '"" ' f (Beijing), joint editorial, September
6, 1963. 7<' (Tokyo) of January 26, 1972, quoting state

ments made by Chinese officials to a visiting Japanese dele-

gation, described this as Soviet demands (a) for a Sino-Soviet
military radio system in China with majority control vested
in the Soviet Union, and (b) for a combined naval squadron.

An article by the Chinese Defense Minister in July 1978 re-
ferred explicitly to this "malicious" Khrushchev proposal to
'establish a 'joint fleet' and a 'long wave radio station' in
China." (Xu Xiangquian, "Heighten Vigilance, Be Ready to Fight,"

* ... ' No. 8, 1978; XINIIUA, July 30, 1978.

3. .- '"; ,-.-. (Beijing), joint editorial, September
6, 1963.

4. For analogous reasons, the Chinese regime under Mao sponsored
"speak bitterness" campaigns to try to impart to the youn6 a
degree of hatred they did not feel for a pre-Communist regime

they did not remember.

5. Thus former French Premier Mendes-France in 1972 quoted Chou
Enlai as having privately told him that "the USSR wants to put
China in a squeeze," with "the northern jaw of the pincers"
composed of Soviet growing military forces in Siberia and Mon-
golia, and the southern jaw composed of what Chou saw as the

increasingly close Soviet relationship with India. ( .7,

., Paris, May 6, 1972.)

6. For a discussion of the Soviet reaction to this change led by
Chou, and the emerging Soviet disillusionment with Chou, see
If. ;elman, "The Sino-Soviet Conflict in Soviet Eyes,"

Vol. 03, No. 374, October 1972.
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7. 'Th is t itmc was formal .v launched as authoritat iv. do( trill.
L11 ChOn En lii' s re port to the Tenth (lini ns la rty Con'rt'.s
('I ICA, Au uSt I I, I'7()

S. Such warnings were conveved, for .xapllIt', ill tht' '"State:nllt to

the Government of .] apan," carried by TASS, tiinc 18 , 1977; and
by " November 20, 1977.

9. E.g., TASS, March" 25, 1979.

10. XINHUA on June 9, 1979, thus cited details publiihed by the. pan-
cSe Defense Agency and the Japanese pret;s on artil lr': arnd ot :.r
armaments alleged to hav' been recently dispatclI-d t, !Itarofi
and Kunashiri, and mocked evasive replies provided C': 1%. , ,-t
Ambassador to ,Japan Polvans ky to Japallest' prt'sta colttt ,;I tl.i!
quest ion.

ii. -" '..1 :>'*.U', December 29, 1978.

12. 7' . ' ,, April 19, 1979, thus complained that the 5,.vi,
were "trying to blackmail the West . . . to prevent the (-'c
from developing economic relations and normal exchangcs ,,iti.
China."

13. See, for example, "The Source of Disturbance in Africa," . '
- Commentary, March 1, 1978.

14. This reference to the Soviet "offensive posture" has long bt n
a very common Chinese theme. For particularly broad-ranging
Chinese assessments of that world "posture," see the Xu Xiangqu ian
article previously cited (NCNA, 30 July 1978); see also "Sovi.t
Social-Imperialism--Most Dangerous Source of World War,"
:w','2,, July 15, 1977. Both stress what is depicted as a seri-
ous threat to Chinese security as well as to that of others.

15. For example, "Social Imperialist Strategy in Asia," ."'
7:'c', ', January 19, 1979.

16. Beijing Radio, May 8, 1979. The Chinese did not generally stress
the fact that Afghanistan is a neighbor of China, nor that the
Sino-Soviet-Afghan trijunction in fact adjoins the Soviet Pamir
tract which has long been one of the areas at issue in the dead-
locked Sino-Soviet border dispute. These are obviously also
considerations for Beijing, however.

17. Among many other things, the Chinese, whatever their misgivings,
had felt obliged to render increasingly public support to Pol
Pot in his three years of intransigent behavior on the Vietnamese-
Cambodian border; Vietnam had compelled Laos to expel the PRC's
military roadbuilders long present in northwest Laos; China had
formally renounced the last vestige of economic assistance to
the SRV; and an angry Sino-Vietnamese diplomatic confrontation

S - -



had t a ktn pl act over Vi et Imese. t reat men t I It k hn I , ; i i.e,

r-es. id t. of I It -,a0 1 Vi et'101, r( LadoI wini , li, mt h brc)adt, r Int tri,,-
t iona I rep ttrctu.-1; i0n1 o I Vi t t - t i p I, . i )n k J t !;i "I 'at
peop le" in T). I t i c I CI r i1 rct t t c c r 1;m, Vi '. t uc st , -
,ird Chicilt',e 1i) s79 .tat cmcnt s t i~ t i t Ii, i cco l l of1 1 ' "7 ,
'as Vict lal ltoved t i I I c I o; er to thin lt- . arid p rt);1red t , d ti]
w it h I1 Pot, bot h!ina 1 t w, SRV gi 1) adopted an increa- in Iv

a.ssct p t ivt o t ( in k .. imi I , in on t he . in - iV Ct 11 1 rdCr

IS. XINIUA on May 1, 1979, noted t lat 'on March 3, .1 :';.:': gleefully
Zanlnounced t hat 'tit, 1a lance o 1 or t us ol the .Xsian iont inent I.;srf.
undergone a drast i c ch~im'c ' and th at 'a I t hest count r ies It-

nam, Laos, KampucK, a!Lt : ind ani-tan have formed the prini p,,I

factor Ior peaceC"

19. In his report to the Nat ional People's Congrkss on Jlune 18, 197',
Premier Ilua Kuo-cn., s;aid that "it is no ?secret to an,onle is te
who caused the det. riorat ion of Sino-Soviet relat io1; and Stre

the threat along Chi na 's border.' comes; 1_roi."' (YI>uIA, 5 .le

1979.) (Emphasis added.)

20 in the same N1 C report , f i ai i ;L r ted tla t 'a superpower has Scca

doing its utmost to n::ert prts':,ire on and spiit and under-Amine
the non-al igned movement and ,han' c i ts p it i(al di rect ion IP':
machinations through one or two of its I ackeys . " (I hid. ) Ci.in-
ese propaganda in the spring of 1979 evidences considerable con-
cern about Cuban act ivit ins in preparat ion for the non-a 1 igned
summit scheduled for September in Havana, and warned that Cuba
would probably "engage in u sc rupuloUs sabotag 'e activities'
at the summit on behalf of the Soviet Union. (-,-. '
May,' 18, 1979.) At a CYESCO session in July 1979, according to
XINIHUA, "the V tetnamese and Cuban observers, at Moscow's beck
and call, took the floor one after the ot'd(r" to attack Westtr-

and Chinese positions, and the Chinese representative replied
that this was noth!ing strange, "because they are twin brothers.
reared b: the same superpower to do mischief in the world."
(NINIUA, July 14, 1979.) The Chinese have repeatedly referred
to Vietnam and Cuba as tile "twins of the polar bear," linking
Cuban military operations in Africa to Vietnamese actions in

Indochina, and have eagerly seized upon Vietnamese acknowledge-
ment of a similarity between the two states. (XINIUA, April
24, 1979.)

21 . The Chinese took particular note of the fact that when "on April
2(1, 1979 tLie Presidhm of the Suprk,1,, Soviet . . ratified the
Soviet-Afghan treaty . the Soviet leaders jumped at the
chance to declare that the 'creation of an effective system of
collective security in Asia . . . has become of particular im-
portance lately.'' XINIItA suggested that the Soviets had become
more active in trying "to breathe life into a part icularlv dead
scheme" in part btcause of recent events in Southeast Asia.
(XINHUA, May 1, 1979.) Prior to the recent fighting, in the view i'
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of !-iL4 [ '' ,';ai' , the USSR had "vainly attempted to push
Vietnam as a Trojan Horse into ASEAN in an attempt to drag
the ASEAN countries into a so-called 'Asian security system'

(i'(:Qr Ic ';. f ,, June 22, 1979.) More recentl',
according to statements by Vice Premier Li Xiannian to
Japanese journalists, Vietnam's military actions had been
designed to make the Indochinese Federation a reality, and
this federation in turn "is part of the Asian security system
that the USSR is attempting to establish." (Yc' -;
(Tokyo), March 5, 1979.)

22. Beijing radio on May 23, 1979, reminded its listeners that "when
the guns roared on the border between China and Vietnam, Soviet
warships became active and caused trouble in the Beibu Gulf to
support Vietnam, the small hegemonist." This broadcast demanded
that "more attention" be paid "to the fact that the Soviet Union
and Vietnam are now preparing public opinion to accept the es-
tablishment of permanent Soviet military bases in Vietnam."
The ultimate Soviet purpose, said the broadcast, was "to counter
the United States, threaten Japan, control Southeast Asia and
encircle China." Many Chinese articles in the spring of 1979
similarly rehearsed Western and Japanese press reports about
Soviet naval and air use of facilities at Cam Ranh Bay and
Danang, as well as accounts of the arrival of the Soviet air-
craft carrier i;:'.: in the Far East at the end of its long,
well-publicized journey from the Mediterranean.

23. T;;'cst-'a, May 16, 1974, and PraJuu, April 1, 1978, contain the
most elaborate statements of this Soviet viewpoint and the Soviet
version of the facts reviewed below.

24. P ei iRy,, March 10, 1978.

25. The Chinese Foreign Ministry Statement of October 8, 1969 (XINHUA,
October 8, 1969). This remains the most elaborate and authori-
tative statement of the Chinese position.

26. Ibid.

27. The Chinese have for a decade claimed that at the Chou-Kosygin
meeting in Beijing on September 11, 1969, Kosygin agreed to the
Chinese demand for a preliminary agreement on maintaining the
status quo and mutual withdrawal from all disputed areas, prior
to efforts to settle upon an agreed border. The Soviets have
with equal vigor denied that Kosygin made any such oral stipula-
tion.

28. Neville Maxwell, "Why the Russians Lifted the Blockade at Bear
Island," Forcfj Anaimi, Fall 1978.

__ _ _r
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S '.'. . . (Moscow) August 2, 1970. Against this back-
ground, a further message about the Soviet attitude toward fii
Xiazi was conved by Ceneral Secretary Brezlhnv' s visit to
Khabarovsk in Apri 1 1978, where he saw a military parade and
delivered a speech emphasizi ng the need for strict vi_,it anco.
(2,. ul'."" ".', April 10, 1978) The Chinese Defense Mini ;tor
reacted to this by' writing that Brezhnev had personally sneaked
into Siberia and the Soviet Far East to encourage the Soviet
troops and issue war cries." (Xu Xiangquian, op. cit.)

io. ['he question of navigation around Hei Xiazi is another matter.
As we shall see, after years of stalemate there has been a
compromise reached on this question without prejudice to the
issue of sovereignty. We shall discuss the possible implica-
tions of this agreement below.

31. . : -- ,-z, May 16, 1974.

32. "Report to the Fourth National People's Congress," XINIIUA,
JTanuarv 13, 1975.

33. o:' c , May 16, 1974.

34. Letter of CCP to CPSU, February 29, 1964, PcoFc'c :a':y,
May 9, 1964.

35. .. : , l, May 21, 1964.

36. The February 27, 1964, letter from the Chinese to the Soviet
Party said that "for many years we have been paying the prin-
cipal and interest on these Soviet loans, which account for a
considerable part of our yearly exports to the Soviet Union."
(-' .d f,, f si ;c ,a'.. ' I , ' -' * -,-..... .. . .. ...... .. ,

e. ' '4:a wiz . crm~~ . c

"o,:, Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1964, p. 26., hereafter,
, r:' > .U 'J,. .) During the Cultural Revolution a Red Guard-

published chronology of the Sino-Soviet dispute apparently draw
from official sources alleged that Khrushchev in the summer of
1960, in addition to withdrawing the experts, had "called on
China to repay all loans plus interest incurred during the
Korean War." "Chronicle of Events in the Soviet Revisionist
Campaign Against China," Hong Kong Consulate General, '
!zU ' vou , No. 850, April 3, 1968. If this allegation has
any validity, it is possible that some Chinese payments had
previously been deferred. In 1975, Chou Enlai was reported
to have told a senior Japanese visitor that Chinese economic
progress had been seriously hampered by a Soviet "demand" for
payment of 560 million new rubles, of which 62 percent was for
Korean war expenses, 26 percent for economic aid, and 12 percent
for plants and harbor facilities in Port Arthur. (':*',;'. , Tokyo, February 6, 1975.)
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37. "Marxism-Leninism, the Basis of the Unity of the Communist

Movement," v1'c ':.,!t' (Moscow), No. 15, October 1963.

38. -':; u',, Za, May 21, 1964.

39. See this Soviet letter, the Chinese reply of February 29, 1964,
and the Soviet response of March 7, 1974, in ,, j.

(op. cit.).

40. v~' 7i'ur 'W, March 24, 1966.

41. . ... .. ,z, May 16, 1974.

42. This was evident, for example, in Vice Premier Yu Quili's report

to the National People's Congress on the 1979 economi." plan,

which called for $12 billion in Chinese exports and $15 billion
in imports, a one-fifth increase in exports and two-fifths in-

crease in imports over 1978. Yu made it clear that Western

capital equipment would continue to play an important part in

Chinese modernization, despite the adjustments to long-term

economic plans. This "major policy decision" for the "energetic

expansion of foreign trade" was coupled with a resolve to work

to expand hard currency earnings "by every possible means."
(XINHUA, June 28, 1979.)

43. Total Sino-Soviet exports and imports in recent years have been
about two percent of the value of Chinese total foreign trade,

and a smaller portion of Soviet foreign trade. Richard E.

Batsavage and John L. Davie, "China's International Trade and

Finance," Figures 2 and 3, in C:. [, ; Vol. 1,
U.S. Congress Joint Economic Committee compendium, Washington,
D.C., 1978, pp. 715-716.

44. In addition, there is no evidence that the Soviets have in the

last few years renewed any earlier proposals about credits.

Their present willingness to do so is uncertain.

45. A Hungarian writer observed in 1971, on the eve of the first
leap in Chinese industrial purchases from the West and Japan,

that "the 400 important industrial installations built with

the aid of the Soviet Union and other socialist countries . .

are becoming obsolete, and there has been no important invest-
ment at the national level in recent years. (,'..a:,.,,;

(Budapest), July 25, 1971.)

46. ,. ct 'e [)a>' on May 8, 1979, stated that "even advanced tech-

nology is relative; it changes with changing circumstances. We
regard as advanced those things which conform to China's specific

conditions, can solve problems and achieve economic results. We

cannot afford to recklessly import advanced technology while
disregarding actual conditions . . . . Some enterprises are pro-

ducing up-to-date products with machinery made in the 194 0s or

1950s. This spirit is worth promoting."

iI
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47. A pro-Beij ing publication in Hong Kong, possibly reflecting such
attitudes in the PRC, urged China to seek "to absorb some experi-

enC IW pful to the four modernizations" from thlie Soviet Union,
argu ing that "we can draw from and exploit experiences regardless
of whether they are of those of our friends or our enemies."
(,, : , / (Hlong Kong), May 1, 1979.)

48. At the National People's Congress session in June 1979, Vice
Minister of the State Planning Commission Cu Ming, discussing
the difference, between the present "readjustment" and what had
happened in 1962, observed that "at that time the Soviet Union
perfidiously withdrew its experts, seriously damaging our na-
tional economy. Now the international situation is extremely
favorable to us, because we implemented the line in foreign
affairs formulated by Chairman Mao and Premier Zhou." (Beijing
Radio, June 20, 1979.) The line in question, as earlier noted,
was the process of multiplication of economic and other ties to
the non-Soviet world.

49. For example, Sun Yefang, the leading Soviet-trained economist
purged during the Cultural Revolution and since rehabilitated
took this position in an article in the June 1979 issue of

le blamed the Soviet system for stifling the spread of
technological innovation, and called for the more rapid replace-
ment of the obsolete equipment imported in the past from the USSR.
Other Chinese comment has cited Hungary, and to a lesser extent
Yugoslavia, as more appropriate economic examples for China.

50. XINHUA commentary, "Why Is the Soviet Union Short of Steel?,"
April 21, 1979.

51. XINHUA commentary, "Why Does the Soviet Union Want Long Term
Cooperation With the Developing Countries?," Beijing Radio,
May 24, 1979.

52. XINHUA commentary on May 7, 1979, examined in some detail the
constriction of the growth rates of five East European states
as the result of the freeze in the level of Soviet petroleum
exports to Eastern Europe. Peop c'," )alo of May 27, 1979,
discussed what is depicted as the depressing effects on the
manpower-short CEMA states of arrangements to send sizeable
numbers of workers to projects in the Soviet Union.

53. f'eo 7ic ' 9aiZL_', April 24, 1979.

54. .'.cu.' YcrP Ti,,ir., September 15, 1976.

55. This formula was used in the Chinese representative's October
UN address and in a November PRC announcement on foreign affairs.
(XINHUA, October 5, 1976, and November 2, 1976.)

.______
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56. XINHUA, November 6, 1978.

57. Maxwell, op. cit. X]NIIUA on October 6 announced the existence

of a new river navigation agreement, and a Chinese official
later described this as the result of an "understanding" reached

between the two Foreign Ministers. (P',u 1tur', December 12, 1977;

7L .. cv, (London), December 24, 1977.)

58. Pec] Fzaj (Beijing), December 5, 1977.

59. "The New Stage in the Evolution of Beijing's Anti-Socialist

Policy and the Tasks of the Struggle Against Maoism," 7 -

,?. I - z T'a i 1 c , No. 4 (24), 1977. This journal includes on its

editorial board such major figurLs in Soviet-China policy as
Rakhmanin and Ul'yanovskv of the Central Committee apparatus,

Kapitsa of the Foreign Ministry, and Sladkovsky and Tikhvinsky
of the academic world. Its collective weight is therefore

important.

60. One such recently rehabilitated figure, Wang Jiaxiang--now de-
ceased--was in fact a former Ambassador to the USSR and is of

symbolic importance for having put forward a proposal in 1962
which specifically envisioned, among other things, conciliation

of the USSR. The Chinese press article rehabilitating Wang in

fact alluded to this proposal and defended Wang's right to have
made it (but not the content of the proposal). (Zhu Zhongli,

"Firmly Holding Premier Zhou's Concern for Comrad Wang Jiaxiang,"

, Ri!.-o (Beijing), April 5, 1979.)

61. Moscow Radio, January 8, 1979. See also, Foreign Broadcast In-

formation Service 7rcndc-'r Co- ic ,. (National Technical

Information Service, U.S. Department of Commerce), January 17,

1979, pp. 3-4.

62. PravcL, December 28, 1978.

63. These proposals accompanied the Chinese rendering of formal

notice to the Soviets of abrogation of the long-dormant Sino-

Soviet friendship treaty of 1950. (XINHUA, April 3, 1979.)

Before and after the signing of the Sino-Japanese Friendship

Treaty, Deng Xiaoping had indicated to Japanese newsmen that
the Sino-Soviet treaty--which singles out Japan as a prospective

antagonist--would be abrogated. (E.g., :?,oo (Tokyo) September

6, 1978.)

64. This view is likely to have also been encouraged by the appear-

ance of the earlier-mentioned article in a Hong Kong newspaper,

which explicitly urged conciliation of Moscow. (7': '

(Hong Kong), May 1, 1979.)
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65. "Policy Line Hostile to Peace and Socialism," !k','"C "
.'. .:"'-,No. 2, 1979, pp. 13-23. This call for more r.stlit.
struggle against the Chinese leadership was indeed reflected in
some novel Soviet steps taken in the months that followed. In
the spring of 1979, the regime arranged for publication in the
West of a highly inflamatory book, signed by its well-known
agent Victor Louis, depicting China's eventual political and
geographical disintegration. (Victor Louis, ""'m'

! . >' " :':i' , Times Books, New York, 1979.) In the
same period, a series of clandestine, unattributed radio broad-
casts were initiated, evidently by the Soviet Union, attacking
Deng Xiaoping and other Chinese leaders in particularly unin-
hibited fashion.

66. f_,z of July 11, 1979, asked whether the Chinese were seekirg
merely "talk about talks," partly with a view to attempting to
"bring pressure on Vietnam."

67. Hanoi repeatedly complained about the Chinese use of "anti-
hegemonism" in its proposals in the Sino-Vietnamese talks,
"in order to deceive the world community'." (Hanoi Radio, May
19, 1979.) The Soviets have complained that the proposition of
"opposition to hegemonism . . . means, in regard to Vietnam,

the SRV's renunciation of . . . friendship and cooperation with
the USSR."

68. Soviet Foreign Ministry Note, TASS, June 5, 1q79.

69. AFP, May 9, 1979.

70. Moscow Radio on June 5, 1979, broadcast in Cliinesc a rccordlin
of a nonpolemical statement prepared for Soviet rai1> ,.
Chinese delegate to an international coal-dressin: -11, rcm, C
being held in the Soviet Union. Three days later, . pub-
lished a two-paragraph nonpolemical account of an ant ipollution
conference just held in Beijing, apparently to rcciprocate for
preparation of the recording. Later, as the S ino-Soviet nego-
tiations were beginning, a Japanese report alleg(d that Cihina
had invited the Soviets to participate in a women's voIlVball
meet in 1980. (Kyodo news service (Tokyo), September 29, 1979.)

7i. In Iuly, Vice Foreign Minister Han Nianlong was quoted by a
apanese interviewer as stating that "during the talks, there
is a stronrg possibility China will bring up the issue of a
.Soviet mil itary withdrawal from Mongolia." (..,z,,
(Ikyo), hiPv 15, 1979.) In August, Vice Premier Geng Biao
wa: ,IOt ed in a similar interview as asserting that so long as
t lic viet rnie. dlid not Lh ugt, its at t itude toward the "hege-

i ssut,, the rLstilt of the talks would be "obvious."
Au,,st 12, 1979.) In late September,

a tr t he tailk:, hih started, Vice Premier Cu Mu, when questioned
at i pr. m -n rC1c1, .ahout the economic aspects of the

V"
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negotiations, stated that "trade between the Soviet Union and
China has been going on for years, but the main question [L;:
the talks] is not trade . . . . The basic problem is whether the
Soviet Government will change its hegemonistic and expan~,,liiist.
activities in the world." (AFP (Hong Kong), September 28, 1979.)

Vice Preriier Li Xianni:an earlier had stated that China had "no
intention of changing even slightly its basic stance on interna-
tional issues" in talking to the Soviets (I>Jo (Tokyo), June
17, 1979). Deng Xiaoping had said he was pessimistic about
improving relations with Moscow because the Soviets were "un-
likely to give up their iegemonism and social imperialism."
(K.-Lcc, May 16, 1979.) PLA Deputy Chief of Staff Wu Xiquan told
Japanese newsmen in July that "China will not appease but will
frontally oppose the world hegemonism of the Soviet Union."
(.' : Z1?jrnqi, (Tokyo), July 15, 1979.)

72. For the Hua statement, see T'c7<Ino kc< Jo?., March 10, 1978. The
April 1979 Chinese proposal for bilateral talks, put forward
together with notice of abrogation of the 1950 treaty, did not
raise the issue of withdrawal from Mongolia, as Hua had done.
(NCNA, April 3, 1979.)

73. A month later the talks began, Deng Xioping was asked by a
Japanese interviewer if he did not think it wourl be better,
"for the sake of the negotiations, first to sign a cultural
exchange agreement, a technical agreement, and documents con-
cerning state relations, and tben to negotiate patientiv on
other difficult questions?" Deng replied that "the Soviet
side appears to think so; the Soviet Union tries to deceive
world opinion by making the negotiations look as if they are
progressing to a certain extent without resolving basic ques-
tions." But, added Deng, without resolving basic questions,
the negotiations "are of no value at all." He went on to ob-
serve that the 1950 Sine-Soviet treaty had not been of much
use, and to suggest that any new treaty with the USSR could
be useful only after "obstacles between the two countries are
truly removed." (AacVz n.mZw': (Tokyo), October 19, 1979.)
The implication of Deng's remarks was that all agreements
and documents would have to wait upon the resolution of the
"basic" issues China was raising in the talks. That those
issues centered on Chinese demands regarding specific Soviet
"hegemonistic" practices--such as the stationing of troops
in Mongolia--was plainly indicated by the Han, Geng, and Gu
statements cited above.
After the talks were suspended, these Chinese conditions

were specifically and publicly confirmed. See, for example,
the Z'.,,jc' interview with p:o "7 'r ,'oF correspondent Tan
Wenrui (';,r Jr ow, Hamburg, February 18, 1980).

74. Beijing Iadio on December 31, 1979, broadcast, in Russian, New
Year's greetings to the Soviet "people" from a Chinese engineering
geologist who had participated in an international geological
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symposium held at Tbilisi in September 1979. This Chinese was
quoted as saying that China should use Soviet geological ex-
perience, cited Soviet participants in the symposium as
expressing eagerness to journey to China, and asserted that
"Chinese and Soviet colleagues will have the opportunity to
meet more often to exchange experience.'"

75. :'' ' No 4, 1980 (.January 28, 1980).

76. Soviet attacks on Deng have been particularly uninhibited in
the unattributed "Ba Yi" clandestine radio broadcasts begun in
Mandarin in early 1979 (see footnote 65). But such attacks
have also been vigorously present in Moscow Radio Peace and
Progress broadcasts, which are attributed to the Soviet Union
but purport to be unofficial. A "Peace and Progress" broadcast
of May 8, 1979, for example, concluded with the assertion that
"China's real patriots condemn the Deng Xiaoping clique and
its criminal policy."

77. This point of view has been expressed, for example, by the
In vetita political commentator Aleksandr Bovin, who told a
Japanese interviewer in the spring of 1979 that normalization
of Sino-Soviet relations might take place "in the latter half
of the 1980s," since by then the Chinese leaders would "come
to realize" that "it is against China's national interests to
have a powerful enemy across its long border," and that it is
in China's "genuine interests . . . to normalize relations with
the Soviet Union, a powerful neighbor." (ainichk St im!ioa
(Tokyo), April 16, 1979.)

78. V. B. Lukin of the USA Institute, for example, has continued to
stress what he professes to consider the "serious latent con-
tradictions" between U.S. and Chinese interests. ("Washington-
Beijing: 'Quasi-Allies?'. "Moscow, SShA: Ekonorika, PoZitika,
T'ZcaZosi~a, No. 12, 1979.)
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